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Abstract
Motivated by applications in option pricing theory (Peskir, 1997b), (Research Report No. 386,
Dept. Theoret. Statist. Aarhus, 19 pp.) we formulate and solve the following problem. Given a
standard Brownian motion B = (Bt)t>0 and a centered probability measure  on R having the
distribution function F with a strictly positive density F 0 satisfyingZ 1
0
x log x (dx)<1;
there exists a cost function x 7! c(x) in the optimal stopping problem
sup

E

max
06t6
Bt −
Z 
0
c(Bt) dt

such that for the optimal stopping time  we have
B  :
The cost function is explicitly given by the formula:
c(x) =
1
2
F 0(x)
(1− F(x)) ;
where one incidentally recognizes x 7! F 0(x)=(1 − F(x)) as the Hazard function of . There
is also a simple explicit formula for the optimal stopping time , but the main emphasis of
the result is on the existence of the underlying functional in the optimal stopping problem. The
integrability condition on  is natural and cannot be improved. The condition on the existence
of a strictly positive density is imposed for simplicity, and more general cases could be treated
similarly. The method of proof combines ideas and facts on optimal stopping of the maximum
process (Peskir, 1997a), (Research Report No. 377, Dept. Theoret. Statist. Aarhas, 30 pp.) and
the Azema{Yor solution of the Skorokhod-embedding problem (Azema and Yor, 1979a,b), (Sem.
Probab. XIII, Lecture Notes in Math., vol. 721, Springer, Berlin, pp. 90{115; 625{633). A nat-
ural connection between these two theories is established, and new facts of interest for both are
displayed. The result extends in a similar form to stochastic integrals with respect to B, as well
as to more general diusions driven by B. c© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Our main aim in this paper is to formulate and solve the following problem. Let
B = (Bt)t>0 be standard Brownian motion dened on (
;F; P) which starts at zero
under P, and let S = (St)t>0 be the maximum process associated with B:
St = max
06r6t
Br: (1.1)
Let  be a centered probability measure on R satisfying some minimal regularity
conditions specied later. The problem under consideration in this paper is to answer
if there exists a cost function x 7! c(x)> 0 in the optimal stopping problem
sup

E

S −
Z 
0
c(Bt) dt

(1.2)
such that for the optimal stopping time  we have
B  : (1.3)
(The supremum in Eq. (1.2) is taken over all stopping times  for B for which
E
R 
0 c(Bt) dt)<1.)
This problem is of interest in option pricing theory (Peskir, 1997b) where it is
referred to as the optimal Skorokhod-embedding problem. In this context the measure
 plays the role of a risk, and the problem itself is to design an option given the risk
(see Peskir, 1997b for more details). Therefore, the main emphasis in this problem is
on the existence of the underlying functional in Eq. (1.2):
ft = St −
Z t
0
c(Br) dr (1.4)
which has enough power to generate any measure  upon optimal stopping in Eqs. (1.2)
and (1.3). In this context one should be aware of the fact that the maximum process is
chosen and left xed in Eq. (1.2) for two reasons. First, it is a path-dependent functional
which is known to produce comfort in regard to applications of option pricing theory
(the Russian option of Shepp and Shiryaev, 1993). Second, it is a path-dependent
functional which is known to oer a good solution (Azema and Yor, 1979a,b) (see also
Revuz and Yor, 1994), (pp. 258{264) for the classic Skorokhod-embedding problem
(Skorokhod, 1965). Thus, the main point in the optimal Skorokhod-embedding problem
formulated above is to show that upon choosing an appropriate cost function x 7! c(x)
in Eq. (1.2), with the maximum process being given and xed, any measure  can be
generated by stopping B in Eq. (1.3) at an optimal stopping time  for Eq. (1.2).
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We note that the optimal Skorokhod-embedding problem (1.2){(1.3) involves more
diculty than the classic Skorokhod-embedding problem, because we are not only sup-
posed to nd a stopping time for B which generates , but also an optimal stopping
problem for which this stopping time is optimal. It is clear that by solving the op-
timal Skorokhod-embedding problem we also solve the classic Skorokhod-embedding
problem.
The main result of the paper (Theorem 2.1) states that the answer to this problem
is armative. Below we show that if  has a strictly positive density F 0 and satises
a natural L log L-integrability condition, then (quite surprisingly) the following explicit
formula is valid:
c(x) =
1
2
F 0(x)
(1− F(x)) (1.5)
for all x 2 R, where F denotes the distribution function of . (The condition of a
strictly positive density is imposed throughout for simplicity, and more general cases
could be treated either similarly or by approximation.) It is interesting that in expression
(1.5) one may incidentally recognize h(x) = F 0(x)=(1− F(x)) as the Hazard function
of . Although in this paper we do not enter into explanations of its appearance in
this context, we shall note that
h(x) = P(x<X6x + dx jX >x)=dx; (1.6)
where X   is a random variable with distribution function F .
There is another interesting feature of this solution that we want to describe in
some detail. For this one should note that the optimal stopping time in Eq. (1.2) with
x 7! c(x) from Eq. (1.5) is given by
 = infft > 0 jBt6g(St)g; (1.7)
where the optimal stopping boundary s 7! g(s) is the maximal solution of the dier-
ential equation:
g0(s) =
1
2c(g(s))(s− g(s)) (1.8)
which stays below and never hits the diagonal in R2. We shall recall that this fact
holds for all one-dimensional time-homogenous diusions and is named the maximality
principle (see Peskir, 1997a). We could further note that Eq. (1.8) admits the general
solution in a closed form, and from this formula we may observe that the optimal
stopping boundary s 7! g(s) can be expressed explicitly through its inverse by the
formula
g−1 (x) =
1
1− F(x)
Z 1
x
y dF(y) (1.9)
for x 2 R. This function may now be recognized as the barycentre function of  which
was used by Azema and Yor in their solution of the Skorokhod-imbedding problem
(Azema and Yor, 1979a,b), or in other words, the stopping time (1.7) is the Azema{
Yor stopping time satisfying Eq. (1.3). These observations establish a fundamental
connection between these two theories and oer an explanation for the choice (1.9)
which is based upon general principles of optimal stopping theory; we recall that the
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maximality principle is equivalent to a superharmonic characterization of the payo
(see Peskir, 1997a). For comparison with Eq. (1.5) we note that
g−1 (x) = E(X jX >x) (1.10)
for all x 2 R , where X   is a random variable with distribution function F .
This connection has also an impact on the Hardy{Littlewood theory (Hardy and Lit-
tlewood, 1930) which is seen as follows. Using that F(B)  U (0; 1), and substituting
F(y)=v in Eq. (1.9), we see (as noted in Azema and Yor, 1979b) that S=g
−1
 (B)
is equally distributed under P as the Hardy{Littlewood maximal function of :
H (u) =
1
1− u
Z 1
u
F−1(v) dv (06u61) (1.11)
on the probability space [0; 1] with Lebesgue measure. (For a nice exposition on con-
nections of Hardy{Littlewood theory and martingale theory we refer to Gilat, 1986.)
From this fact and a well-known argument of Blackwell and Dubins (1963), we nd
that the optimal stopping time (1.7) in problem (1.2) with x 7! c(x) from Eq. (1.5)
has another good property of interest in option pricing: If  is any stopping time such
that B   and E(S)<1, then S stochastically maximizes S in the following
sense (Proposition 2.2):
PfS>sg6PfS>sg (1.12)
for all s>0. Taking now the advantage of thinking in terms of optimal stopping theory
for Eq. (1.2) above, this result can be rened (Corollary 2.3): If equality in Eq. (1.12)
is attained, then 6 P-a.s. This shows that  is pointwise the smallest possible
stopping time satisfying B   with a \largest" possible maximum of the process B
up to the time of stopping. This minimax property of  should be favorably compared
with the best-known extremal property of this type that if 6 with B   then
= P-a.s. which follows from the result of Monroe (1972) upon uniform integrability
of (Bt^)t>0 established by Azema and Yor (1979b).
We would like to point out that we work throughout with Brownian motion B
merely for simplicity, and the reader should note that the main results can be extended
in a similar form to stochastic integrals with respect to B, as well as to more general
diusions driven by B, both merely at the expense of technical complexity. In this
paper our main emphasis is on the method of proof, and our main aim is to present
crucial steps and arguments which make the whole construction possible. More general
questions which involve other processes of interest could be treated quite similarly.
2. The results and proof
The main result of the paper is formulated in the following theorem. We empha-
size that some steps in the proof are of independent interest. This result can be ex-
tended in a similar form to stochastic integrals (continuous local martingales) and more
general diusions. One of its interesting consequences is presented in Corollary 2.3
below.
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Theorem 2.1 (The optimal Skorokhod-embedding problem). (1) Let B = (Bt)t>0 be
standard Brownian motion dened on (
; F; P) which starts at zero under P; and
let S = (St)t>0 be the maximum process associated with B :
St = max
06r6t
Br: (2.1)
Let  be a centered probability measure on R having the distribution function F with
a strictly positive density F 0 satisfyingZ 1
0
x log x (dx)<1: (2.2)
Then there exists a cost function x 7! c(x)> 0 in the optimal stopping problem
sup

E

max
06t6
Bt −
Z 
0
c(Bt) dt

:= V(0; 0) (2.3)
such that for the optimal stopping time  we have
B  : (2.4)
(The supremum in Eq. (2:3) is taken over all stopping times  for B for which
E(
R 
0 c(Bt) dt)<1:)
(2) The cost function is explicitly given by
c(x) =
1
2
F 0(x)
(1− F(x)) (x 2 R): (2.5)
(3) The optimal stopping time  is explicitly given by
 = infft > 0 jBt6g(St)g; (2.6)
where the optimal stopping boundary s 7! g(s) is the maximal solution of the dif-
ferential equation
g0(s) =
1
2c(g(s))(s− g(s)) (2.7)
which stays below and never hits the diagonal in R2 (the maximality principle). It is
given explicitly through its inverse by
g−1 (x) =
1
1− F(x)
Z 1
x
y dF(y) (x 2 R): (2.8)
(4) The payo is explicitly given by
V(0; 0) =−
Z 0
−1
y
F 0(y)
1− F(y) dy (2.9)
and we have 0<V(0; 0)<1.
(5) Condition (2:2) is best possible in this context (see Eqs. (2.22) and (2.23)
below).
Proof. (1) Consider the following stopping time for B:
g = infft > 0 jBt6g(St)g; (2.10)
where g : R+ ! R is a strictly increasing C1-function satisfying g(s)<s for all s, as
well as g(0) =−1 and g(1) =1.
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(2) Claim. We show that Bg  F if and only if g solves the following equation:
g0(g−1(x)) =
1− F(x)
F 0(x)(g−1(x)− x) (2.11)
for x 2 R. (Note that due to F 0> 0, we must have g(0) =−1 and g(1) =1.)
(3) To prove Eq. (2.11) we shall recall from either Lehoczky (1977) or Azema and
Yor (1979a) that
PfSg>sg= exp

−
Z s
0
dt
t − g(t)

(2.12)
for all s>0. Suppose now that Bg  F for some g. Then from Eq. (2.12) we get
1− F(x) = PfBg >xg
= Pfg(Sg)>xg= PfSg >g−1(x)g= exp
 
−
Z g−1(x)
0
dt
t − g(t)
!
= exp

−
Z x
g(0)
dr
g0(g−1(r))(g−1(r)− r)

(2.13)
upon substituting g(t) = r. Dierentiating over x in Eq. (2.13), we obtain
F 0(x)
1− F(x) =
1
g0(g−1(x))(g−1(x)− x) (2.14)
which is equivalent to Eq. (2.11). On the other hand, if g solves Eq. (2.11), or equi-
valently Eq. (2.14), then we obtain the nal equality in Eq. (2.13) upon integrating in
Eq. (2.14). This proves Claim 2 above.
(4) Consider the optimal stopping problem with the payo
V(x; s) = sup

Ex; s

max
06t6
Bt −
Z 
0
c(Bt) dt

; (2.15)
where under Px; s the Brownian motion B starts at x 2 R and the maximum process
S starts at s>x, and the cost function x 7! c(x) is assumed continuous and strictly
positive. The main result in Peskir (1997a) states that this problem has a solution if and
only if the rst-order nonlinear dierential equation (2.7) (obtained by the principle of
smooth t) admits the maximal solution s 7! g(s) which stays below and never hits
the diagonal in R2 (the maximality principle). In this case the stopping time (2.6) is
optimal for problem (2.15) whenever
Ex; s
Z 
0
c(Bt) dt

<1: (2.16)
(If Eq. (2.16) fails to hold, then  is known to be an approximate optimal stopping
time.)
(5) In order to choose x 7! c(x) in Eq. (2.15) so that B  F , motivated by Claim 2
above, we shall rewrite Eq. (2.7) in terms of the inverse function x 7! g−1(x)
g0(g−1(x)) =
1
2c(x)(g−1(x)− x) (2.17)
and identify this equation with Eq. (2.11). This shows that Eq. (2.5) denes a unique
candidate for the cost function x 7! c(x) in problem (2.15), such that for the optimal
stopping time (2.6) we have Eq. (2.4) under P0;0 = P.
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(6) Recall that the rst-order linear dierential equation
y0(x) + a(x)y(x) = b(x) (2.18)
has the general solution given by
y(x) = Ce−A(x) + e−A(x)
Z
b(x)eA(x) dx (2.19)
with C 2 R where A0(x) = a(x).
It is shown above that under Eq. (2.5), Eqs. (2.7) and (2.11) are identical, and from
Eq. (2.17) we easily see that either can be rewritten in terms of the inverse function
as follows:
(g−1)0(x)− F
0(x)
1− F(x)g
−1(x) =− F
0(x)
1− F(x) x: (2.20)
This equation is linear, and is of type (2.19), with A(x)= log(1−F(x)). Therefore the
general solution of either Eq. (2.7) or Eq. (2.11) is given by
g−1(x) =
C
1− F(x) +
1
1− F(x)
Z 1
x
t dF(t) (2.21)
with C 2 R, where we use the fact that  is centered, and therefore the rst moment
of  exists so that the integral over dF(t) in Eq. (2.21) is well dened and nite. It
is now easily veried that the maximal solution s 7! g(s) of Eq. (2.7) is obtained by
taking C = 0, and thus Eq. (2.8) holds.
(7) In order to show that s 7! g(s) is an optimal stopping boundary in problem
(2.15), i.e. that  from Eq. (2.6) is an optimal stopping time in Eq. (2.15), it would
be enough to show that Eq. (2.16) holds with P0;0 = P. However, instead of making
an attempt to show that Eq. (2.2) has the power of implying Eq. (2.16) without any
reference to problem (2.15), we shall take a more direct route to the solution of problem
(2.15) which is based upon an idea applied in Peskir (1997a).
The rst step in this direction is contained in the following result from Azema and
Yor (1979b). For the maximal solution s 7! g(s) of Eq. (2.7), the following facts are
equivalent:
E(S)<1; (2.22)
E(B+ logB
+
)<1; (2.23)
where  is given by Eq. (2.6). (This equivalence explains the appearance of condition
(2.2) above, being precisely (2.23), and shows its optimality in this context.) Thus,
it is enough to show that condition (2.22) implies that the stopping time  from
Eq. (2.6) is optimal for problem (2.15) with P0;0 = P, or in other words, that Eq.
(2.16) with P0;0 = P and Eq. (2.22) are equivalent.
(8) To show that Eq. (2.22) implies Eq. (2.16) with P0;0 = P, we need to recall a
few facts from Peskir (1997a). Consider the optimal stopping problem (2.15). Then
by general results of optimal stopping theory (see Shiryaev, 1978) one is naturally led
to formulate the following system for the payo V(x; s) in the continuation region
g(s)<x6s:
(LV )(x; s) = c(x) for g(s)<x<s with s xed; (2.24)
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@V
@s
(x; s)

x=s−
= 0 (normal reection); (2.25)
V (x; s)jx=g(s)+ = s (instantaneous stopping); (2.26)
@V
@x
(x; s)

x=g(s)+
= 0 (smooth t); (2.27)
where in our case here L=@2=2@x2. The system (2.24){(2.27) forms a Stephan problem
with moving ( free) boundary (see Shiryaev, 1978). It is shown in Peskir (1997a) that
the following function solves this system:
Vg(x; s) = s+
Z x
g(s)
(S(x)− S(y))c(y)m(dy) (2.28)
(with S(x) = x and m(dx) = 2 dx in the present case) if and only if the C1-function
s 7! g(s) solves the following rst-order nonlinear dierential equation:
g0(s) =
2(g(s))S 0(g(s))
2c(g(s))(S(s)− S(g(s))) (2.29)
(with S(x)= x and (x)=1 in the present case). Note that this equation in the present
case is precisely Eq. (2.7), or equivalently, Eq. (2.11) upon choice (2.5). It was im-
portant in Peskir (1997a) that the following representation holds:
Vg(x; s) = Ex; s

Sg −
Z g
0
c(Bt) dt

(2.30)
whenever both Ex; s(Sg) and Ex; s(
R g
0 c(Bt) dt) are nite. (This is veried by Ito’s
formula.)
(9) The key idea now is to use that fact that s 7! g(s) is the maximal solution of
Eq. (2.7) which stays below and never hits the diagonal in R2 , so that there exists
a decreasing sequence of solutions of Eq. (2.7) satisfying gn(s) # g(s) as n ! 1.
Each gn must hit the diagonal in R2 and therefore Ex; s(Sgn ) and Ex; s(
R gn
0 c(Bt) dt)
must be nite. Thus for each gn representation (2.30) holds, and from Eq. (2.28) we
obtain
Vg(0; 0) = limn!1Vgn(0; 0) = limn!1 E

Sgn −
Z gn
0
c(Bt) dt

= E

S −
Z 
0
c(Bt) dt

; (2.31)
where the nal equality follows by monotone convergence since Eq. (2.22) holds under
Eq. (2.2). Since Vg(0; 0) =−
R 0
−1 yF
0(y)=(1− F(y)) dy is clearly nite (we assume
that  is centered and thus
R jxj(dx)<1), we see that Eq. (2.16) is satised with
P0; 0 =P. Thus by the result of Peskir (1997a) we know that  is an optimal stopping
time in problem (2.3) and the payo is given by Eq. (2.9) above. For completeness
and convenience we shall sketch how this can be formally veried.
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(10) Upon extending V(x; s)= s for all x6g(s), by Ito formula we derive the fol-
lowing representation for the process (Bt; St) being composed with the payo candidate
Vg(x; s):
Vg(Bt; St)−
Z t
0
c(Br) dr = Vg(x; s) +Mt − Pt; (2.32)
where M = (Mt)t>0 is a local martingale and the process
Pt =
Z t
0
c(Br)1(Br6g(Sr)) dr (2.33)
is nonnegative. Thus, the process on the left-hand side in Eq. (2.32) is a local super-
martingale. Let  be any stopping time for B for which E(
R 
0 c(Bt) dt)<1. Choose a
localization sequence (n)n>1 of bounded stopping times for the local martingale M .
Noting that Vg(x; s)>s for all x and all s, from Eq. (2.32) it follows:
E

S^n −
Z ^n
0
c(Bt) dt

6 E

Vg(B^n ; S^n)−
Z ^n
0
c(Bt) dt

6 Vg(0; 0) + E(M^n) = Vg(0; 0): (2.34)
Letting n!1 and using Fatou’s lemma, hence we get by taking supremum over all
such 
sup

E

S −
Z 
0
c(Bt) dt

6Vg(0; 0): (2.35)
From Eq. (2.31) we see that this supremum is attained at , and the proof of the
theorem is complete.
Remark. (1) Note that the distribution law of B being stopped at the optimal stopping
time  in problem (2.3) can be straightforwardly obtained from the cost function in
Eq. (2.3) as follows:
FB (x) = 1− exp

−2
Z x
−1
c(y) dy

(2.36)
for x 2 R. This follows from Eq. (2.5) upon noting that 2c(x) = F 0(x)=(1 − F(x)) =
−(log(1 − F(x)))0 and then integrating both sides. Observe also that the payo (2.9)
depends only on the law  restricted to the negative half-line.
(2) To indicate how the result of Theorem 2.1 can be extended to more general
diusions driven by B, assume that such a diusion X = (Xt)t>0 solves the stochastic
dierential equation
dXt = (Xt) dt + (Xt) dBt; (2.37)
where x 7! (x) and x 7! (x)> 0 are continuous. Then the scale function of X is
given by
S(x) =
Z x
exp

−
Z y (z)
2(z)=2
dz

dy (2.38)
and let us assume that Zt :=S(Xt)! 1 as t !1; it means that X is recurrent.
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In parallel to the proof of Theorem 2.1, we may note that Eq. (2.12) extends as
follows:
PfSg>sg= exp

−
Z s
0
dS(t)
S(t)− S(g(t))

(2.39)
and Eq. (2.11) reads as follows:
g0(g−1(x)) =
(1− F(x))S 0(g−1(x))
F 0(x)(S(g−1(x))− S(x)) : (2.40)
The analogue of Eq. (2.17) obtained by rewriting Eq. (2.29) in terms of the inverse
function x 7! g−1(x) looks like
g0(g−1(x)) =
2(x)S 0(x)
2c(x)(S(g−1(x))− S(x)) : (2.41)
Finally, the analogue of Eq. (2.8) is the following formula:
g−1 (x) = S
−1

1
1− F(x)
Z 1
x
S(y) dF(y)

; (2.42)
where it suces to assume
R1
0 S(x)(dx)<1 and
R 1
0 S
−1((1−u)−1 R 1u S(F−1(v)) dv)
du<1 (the latter condition is equivalent to E(max06t6Xt)<1).
Identifying Eqs. (2.40) and (2.41) and using Eq. (2.42), we obtain the following
formula for the cost function which extends Eq. (2.5):
c(x) =
2(x)F 0(x)S 0(x)
2(1− F(x))S 0

S−1

1
1−F(x)
R1
x S(y) dF(y)
 : (2.43)
It is now a matter of routine to reformulate and extend the result of Theorem 2.1
with Brownian motion B being replaced by diusion X . In this context one should
recall that the diusion Zt = S(Xt) solves the following equation:
dZt = S 0(S−1(Zt))(S−1(Zt)) dBt (2.44)
and thus is in natural scale (the scale function equals identity). We shall omit explicit
statements and further applications of this result for conciseness. Note also that con-
tinuous local martingales can also be reduced to Theorem 2.1 by means of standard
time change techniques.
(3) A good way to experience and learn the full power of the argument used in
Part 9 in the proof of Theorem 2.1 above is to try to derive Eq. (2.16) directly from
Eq. (2.2) or Eq. (2.22) by means of any standard technique.
We proceed by examining some extremal properties of the stopping time  from
Eq. (2.6) satisfying B  . Our main result is presented in Corollary 2.3 below.
The following result combines the observation of Azema and Yor (1979b) that S is
equally distributed as the Hardy{Littlewood maximal function of , and the well-known
argument of Blackwell and Dubins (1963) in a somewhat clearer form.
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Proposition 2.2. In the context of Theorem 2:1 assume that  is any stopping time
for B such that
B  ; (2.45)
E(S)<1: (2.46)
Then the following inequality holds:
PfS>sg6PfS>sg (2.47)
for all s>0.
Proof. By Doob’s maximal inequality (see Revuz and Yor, 1994) we have
sPfS^t>sg6
Z
fS^t>sg
B^t dP (2.48)
for all t > 0 with s> 0 given and xed. Since Eq. (2.46) is satised, we may use
Fatou’s lemma, and by letting t !1 in Eq. (2.48), we get
sPfS>sg6
Z
fS>sg
B dP: (2.49)
Denote A= fS>sg, then we haveZ
A
B dP6
Z
A
(B _ x) dP =
Z
A
(x + (B − x)+) dP
6 xP(A) +
Z
(B − x)+ dP = xP(A) +
Z
fB >xg
B dP − xPfB >xg
= x(P(A)− PfB >xg) +
Z
fB>xg
B dP (2.50)
for all x 2 R. Thus, if we choose x such that P(A)−PfB >xg=0, or in other words,
F(x) = 1− P(A), then by Eqs. (2.49) and (2.50) we get
sPfS>sg6
Z
fB>xg
B dP: (2.51)
Since F(B)  U (0; 1) by Eq. (2.45), we haveZ
fB>xg
B dP =
Z
fF(B)>F(x)g
F−1(F(B)) dP
=
Z 1
F(x)
F−1(v) dv=
Z 1
1−P(A)
F−1(v) dv: (2.52)
On the other hand, since F(B)  U (0; 1), we have
PfS>sg= Pfg−1 (B)>sg= P
 
1
1− F(B)
Z 1
F(B )
F−1(v) dv>s
!
= 
 
u 2 [0; 1]j 1
1− u
Z 1
u
F−1(v) dv>s
!
= 1− u; (2.53)
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where u is the smallest u in [0; 1] for which
1
1− u
Z 1
u
F−1(v) dv>s (2.54)
since the function on the left-hand side in Eq. (2.54) is increasing in u.
From Eqs. (2.51) and (2.52) we now see that
sP(A)6
Z 1
1−P(A)
F−1(v) dv (2.55)
and therefore u61− P(A). This by Eq. (2.53) shows that
PfS>sg= P(A)61− u = PfS>sg (2.56)
and the proof is complete.
Taking the advantage of our approach in Theorem 2.1, we may now think of  in
terms of optimal stopping theory, and this enables us to exhibit yet another extremal
property of  when the equality in Eq. (2.47) is attained.
Corollary 2.3 (The minimax property). In the context of Theorem 2:1 assume that 
is any stopping time for B such that
B  ; (2.57)
E(S) = E(S): (2.58)
Then the following inequality holds:
6; P-a:s: (2.59)
Proof. We show that under Eqs. (2.57) and (2.58) the stopping time  is optimal for
problem (2.3). For this, since Eq. (2.58) holds, it is enough to show that
E
Z 
0
c(Bt) dt

= E
Z 
0
c(Bt) dt

: (2.60)
Motivated by Eq. (2.57) we shall prove Eq. (2.60) by Ito’s formula.
Due to some convergence requirements appearing below, we shall approximate func-
tion x 7! c(x)> 0 by continuous functions x 7! cn(x) satisfying
cn = c on [− (n− 1); n− 1] ; (2.61)
cn = 0 on ]−1;−n] [ [n;+1[ ; (2.62)
0<cn6c on ]− n;−(n− 1)[ [ ](n− 1); n[ (2.63)
for n>1. Then clearly 06cn " c as n!1. Denote Gn(x) =
R x
−1 cn(y) dy and dene
Hn(x) =
R x
−1Gn(y) dy for x 2 R. Then Hn 2 C2 and H 00n = cn for all n>1. Moreover,
it is easily seen that
06Hn(x)6An(x − n)+ + Bn (2.64)
for some constants An; Bn > 0 with n>1.
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By Ito formula we get
Hn(Bt) = Hn(0) +
Z t
0
H 0n(Br) dBr +
1
2
Z t
0
H 00n (Br) dr
:=Hn(0) +Mt +
1
2
Z t
0
cn(Br) dr; (2.65)
where M = (Mt)t>0 is a continuous local martingale. Choose a localization sequence
(k)k>1 of bounded stopping times for M . Then by the optional sampling theorem we
nd
E(Hn(B^k )) = Hn(0) +
1
2
E
Z ^k
0
cn(Br) dr

: (2.66)
Letting k !1 and using that by Eq. (2.64) we have 06Hn(B^k )6An(B^k −n)++
Bn6AnB+^k + Bn6AnS + Bn with E(S)<1, we get
E(Hn(B)) = Hn(0) +
1
2
E
Z 
0
cn(Br) dr

: (2.67)
Applying exactly the same argument to , we obtain
E(Hn(B)) = Hn(0) +
1
2
E
Z 
0
cn(Br) dr

: (2.68)
Since by Eq. (2.57) above we have B  B  , we see that E(Hn(B))=E(Hn(B)),
and therefore from Eqs. (2.67) and (2.68) we may conclude
E
Z 
0
cn(Bt) dt

= E
Z 
0
cn(Bt) dt

(2.69)
for all n>1. Letting n!1 we nish up with Eq. (2.60) as claimed.
To prove now that Eq. (2.59) holds, we shall repeat the argument from Peskir
(1997a). Suppose for this that Pf<g> 0, and note that  can be written as
follows:
 = infft > 0 jV(Bt; St) = Stg (2.70)
so that S <V(B; S) if <. Hence we easily get
E

S −
Z 
0
c(Bt) dt

<E

V(B; S)−
Z 
0
c(Bt) dt

6 V(0; 0) = sup

E

S −
Z 
0
c(Bt) dt

; (2.71)
where the nal inequality follows easily from the fact that the process V(Bt; St) −R t
0 c(Br) dr is a local supermartingale. However, the strict inequality in Eq. (2.71) con-
tradicts the fact that  is an optimal stopping time, and thus we must have Pf<g=
0. The proof is complete.
Remark. (1) The preceding result renes the well-known extremal property of 
which goes back to Monroe (1972) and follows by uniform integrability of (B^t)t>0
as shown by Azema and Yor (1979b): If 6 and B  , then  =  P-a.s. Note,
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however, if 6 then B+^t6S6S , and since E(S)<1, we see that (B+^t)t>0
is uniformly integrable. A closer look into the proof above shows that this is sucient
to derive Eq. (2.60), and since x 7! c(x) is strictly positive, this implies that  = 
P-a.s. The result above demonstrates the advantage of considering  as an optimal
stopping time, and thinking about it within optimal stopping theory.
(2) Note that the preceding result states that  is pointwise the smallest possible
stopping time satisfying B   with a \largest" possible maximum of the process B up
to the time of stopping. Observe that this minimax property characterises  uniquely,
and that equality in Eq. (2.59) actually holds (by extending Monroe’s argument quoted
above). Observe also by Eq. (2.47) and integration by parts that assumption (2.58) is
equivalent to S  S .
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